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Rare Czech Pamphlet With Numerous Striking Maps
Ctyri leta valky v mapach ("Four Years of War...in Maps"), published in London, ca. 1943. 9x6, 35pp,
numerous maps. Printed wrappers. Nice copy. There are only seven copies located in the
WorldCat/OCLC, all in top-notch libraries: NYPL, Yale, Harvard, Harvard Law, UC Berkeley, Oxford,
and Nanterre. $350
This a Czech-exile publication showing the development of the war in a number of very striking maps.
The maps end at the publication of the pamphlet--except of course, for the 1948 map. The culminating
interest though shows the Nazis surrounded, and put to the final test--it is the first map I list, below,
even though it was about the last map in the pamphlet. It is a rare thing, this pamphlet, and it does not
show up in the usual places.
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Rare (and pre-release) Printing of Robert Jackson's Opening Statement
Nuremberg Trials, November 1945
"The conspiracy or common plan to exterminate the Jew was so methodically and thoroughly
pursued that despite the German defeat and Nazi prostration, this Nazi aim largely has
succeeded. Only remnants of the European Jewish population remain in Germany, in the
countries which Germany occupied, and in those which were her satellites or collaborators. Of
the 9,600,000 Jews who lived in Nazi dominated Europe, 60 percent are authoritatively
estimated to have perished. 5,700,000 Jews are missing from the countries in which they
formerly lived, and over 4,500,000 cannot be accounted for by the normal death rate nor by
immigration; nor are they included among displaced persons. History does not record a crime
ever perpetrated against so many victims or one ever carried out with such calculated cruelty."-Section 3, page 11.
International Military Tribunal. No. 1. The United States of America, the French Republic, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the Union of Soviet Socialistic Republics
-against- Hermann Wilhelm Goring, Rudolph Hess, Joachim von Ribbentrop, Robert Ley, Wilhelm
Keitel [etc.] Defendants. Opening Address for the United States of America by Robert H. Jackson,
representative and Chief of Counsel for the United States of America.
12.5x8.5", 33pp (numbered (1)-29 including extra pp7a, 13a, 17a, 20a, for approximately 30,000
words. Rare. $500
War Department, Bureau of Public Relations, Press Branch. FUTURE RELEASE //For Release Upon
Delivery.
So far as I can tell with this difficult/unwieldy title, there are no copies found in the WorldCat//OCLC.
Offset printed. Staple bound at side.
•Full text: http://www.nizkor.org/hweb/imt/nca/nca-01/nca-01-05-opening-address-usa-07.html
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Eyewitness Account of the Creation of the U.N. (April-June, 1945)
"If you think covering a war is hard, you ought yo try covering this San Francisco Security
Conference"--Alexander Uhl, May 14, 1945

No doubt! This is a collection of journalist Alexander Uhl's coverage of the San Francisco Conference
establishing the United Nations, and Uhl had seen fighting in Spain (covering the war there for
Associated Press) and WWII (reporting for the great PM newspaper and for which he was awarded the
French Legion of Honor medal). What we have here is Uhl's very own ribbon-copy typescript of his
nearly-daily coverage that were telegramed back to the PM headquarters in New York City. Many of
the reports are written on the back (and sometimes the front) of "Western Union Press Message"
stationery. The writing is clear, concise, and filled with sharp observations.

• All together, there are 67 ribbon-copy typescript articles that cover the conference start to
finish dating from April 25 through June 28 (1945) comprising 268pp and ca. 45,000 words.
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The reports are housed in a manila binding with a two-hole punch metallic binder. On the
front cover in pencil is "A.H. Uhl /PM (1)" $2000

Provenance: the estate of Alexander Uhl 1899-1976) via Gladys Uhl Katcher (1910-2000). Alexander
Uhl, a New Yorker (CCNY and Columbia School of Journalism) was a Major League Old-School
reporter of a high order. He began 1935 when he began covering the Spanish Civil War for the
Associated Press, where he remained until 1938. Uhl went from there to Europe where he covered the
war and post-war from 1940 to 1948, and was one of the earliest on-the-ground reporters covering hard
action--this for the famous Leftie newspaper PM, which vowed never to take advertising money and to
survive on subscription and daily sales. At the time of his reporting on the U.N. Conference Uhl was
the foreign editor of PM.
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“San Francisco Conference, formally United Nations Conference on International Organization, (April 25–June 26, 1945),
international meeting that established the United Nations. The basic principles of a worldwide organization that would
embrace the political objectives of the Allies had been proposed at the Dumbarton Oaks in 1944 and reaffirmed at the Yalta
Conference in early 1945."--Encyclopedia Britannica

Striking Anti-Nazi Work on the Subjugation of Women, 1931
HOEGNER, Dr. W. Die Frau im Dritten Reich. Published by the Verlag J.H.W. Dietz, Berlin. 8x5",
16pp. (Not to be confused with a similarly-titled of the same pagination and year though by Marie
Blum.) Fair condition (printed on a poor paper stock that is browning and becoming fragile).
Provenance: Library of Congress. WorldCat/OCLC locates 15 copies, though the majority are
overseas. $200
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Wilhelm Hoegner was an early and influential opponent of Adolf Hitler and the NSDAP--a very early
opponent, having been involved in the investigation of Hitler's Beer Hall Putsch in 1923. He
maintained his strong opposition as a member of the Reichstag from 1930-1933; after the elections and
after Hitler consolidated his power in 1933, Hoegner's position became "untenable" in Germany and he
left for Austria, and by 1934 he was situated as a journalist in Switzerland. He played a prominent role
in German postwar politics, and died in 1980.
Hoegner wrote Die Frau im Dritten Reich in 1931 as a warning to all about the totalitarian possibilities
of the Nazis, and in particular of the tyranny against women--the result is pretty much evident on the
very striking cover of his pamphlet. Amongst everything else, Nazis were hardly feminists towards
German women--as a matter of fact females were seen in only the very most traditional roles of
mother/housewife, and that's about it. Any freedom that women had achieved beyond those roles
during the Weimar years were gone.
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Including a Report on Forced Labor in the Soviet Union
“The Committee for Carrying Fight Against the Soviet Economic Policy has until now issued and
diffused in all countries, free of charge, bulletins, published in French and English, on the following
subjects” “From the Researches Made by the Committee for the Study of Economic Conditions,
formed by the Russian Financial, Commercial and Industrial Union...”

•This is a collection of 13 translations of summaries of various social, economic, and
political situations in the Soviet Union in 1931. There is an overview sheet (in tatters) which
states that there should be 13 sections overall—however, this set below (from the Library of
Congress) has three sections on Soviet industry rather than one, and lacks the French
translation of #5, the “Russian Organization Abroad”, and the “Economic Chronicle of
Soviet Russia”.
The OCLC/WorldCat locates only four of the thirteen papers: “Forced Labor” with 2 copies, “Notes on
Indebtedness” with 4 (including Hoover), “Present State” with 3, and “Dumping” with 6. The others
are not located.
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The pamphlets are all 11x8” and are stapled together at the left side with two staples. Each section has
a brown cover though they are all brittle—the text of the works however are on much better paper and
are not brittle. Nearly all are stamped “Library of Congress Surplus/Duplicate” on the back cover.
•Overall: 13 items, 215pp. Very scarce. Provenance: U.S. Department of State, transferred to
the Library of Congress in 1940. $1500

The set includes:
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1.Soviet Industry. Paris, June 1931. 23 leaves
2.Farm Collectivization in Soviet Russia. May 1931. 19 leaves.
3.Industry in the USSR in 1931, 1 Part. March 1931. 16 leaves
4.Industry in the USSR in 1931, II Part. March 1932. 20 leaves.
5.Military Aspects of the Five Year Plan of the USSR by Prof. Colonel A. Zaitzoff 18 leaves
6.Note on the Indebtedness and Credit of the Soviet Government. October 1931, presented
by Prof. M.V. Bernatzky. 11 leaves
7.L'Endettement et la Solvabilite du Gouvernement des Soviets. October, 1931. 12 leaves
8.Memorandum on the Present Conditions of the Union of the Soviet Socialistic Republics
and its Population. October 1931. 13 leaves.\
9.The Communist International and the United States of America. October 1931. 13 leaves.
10.The Economic Situation of the USSR and the Development of Soviet Foreign trade. 10
leaves.
11.The Present State of Collective Farms, by M.A. Kritsky. 24 leaves.
12.Forced Labor in Soviet Russia, May 1931, 19 leaves
13.Soviet Dumping, by B.N. Sokolov. April, 1931.17 leaves
Note: the cover sheet (only) as mentioned and described above is found online in the State Department
archives with the following classification: "Records of the Department of State Relating to Internal
Affairs of the Soviet Union, 1930-1939 › Industrial Matters: Monopolies, Concessions, Contracts,
Bounties, Subsidies, Cartels, Trades, Expositions And Exhibitions › 861.60 › "
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1.
Reports on the Tyranny in Czechoslovakia, 1939
"Martyred Czechs" & "Iron Hand in Prague", two articles reprinted/offprinted in one publication from
The Times, published November 20, 1939. 10x7", 4pp. Printed wrapper. As a separately-printed
pamphlet there are no copies of this work found in WorldCat/OCLC. Good condition. Provenance:
Library of Congress. $125 Tough reporting on the "Nazified city of Erebus" with stories of shootings,
executions, and riots, along with a bit on Karl Frank, the Nazi in control
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Statistical Propaganda Maps Supporting the Annexation of Czehoslovakia
JANOVSKY, Karl. Grossdeutschland und die Sudetendeutsche Wirtschaft. (Bucherei der
Sudetendeutschen) Verlag Karl Frank, 1938.7x5", 44pp. Several tables of figures, and two maps.
Printed wrappers. Provenance: Library of Congress. No copies are located in WorldCat/OCLC. $125
•This seems to be a very thorough whitewashing explanation of German interest in the Seudetenland, and seems
too to be printed prior to the "annexation". Also, on the front cover is a label for the meeting of the NSDAP
Council in Budweis, Czechoslovakia, for June 4, 1939. Unfortunately we see the famous 16th century Black Tower
desecrated by two large Nazi banners. The tower survived; the Nazis didn't. (Also--Budweiser, the U.S. beer, was
originally supposed to be a knockoff of the famous bier brewed here since the 14th century--after a while,
Budweiser USA "changed directions" in the taste of their beer, but kept the marketing and brand, which is
enormously valuable.) And so one of the statistical maps, showing a chart of imports from Germany into
Czechoslovakia:

And the cover of the pamphlet, with the offending stickler:
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Rare Mid-1945 Highly Descriptive Report on Auschwitz and Birkenau Murder Camps
Les Camps d’Extermination Allemands Auschwitz et Birkenau, Paris, G. Blanchong,
("2e trimestre")1945. 8x6 inches, 53pp. Original wrappers. Good condition. Very scarce. This copy
lacks the title page and starts on page 3, a November 1944 message from the U.S. Office of War
Refugees. This is an exceptionally detailed and damning report on the death camps and extermination.
Only four copies of the French version are located on WorldCat/OCLC, and only one of those in the U.S.: WAKE
FOREST UNIV; France AIX-MARSEILLE1-BU LETTRES; France BIBLIOTHEQUE NAT & UNIV STRASBOURG;
France BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE DE FRANCE , France; BNU STRASBOURG, RCON PROJ

$350

All that said:
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In November 1944 under the direction and auspices of the War Refugee Board the first official U.S.
government acknowledgment of the gassing of Jews at Auschwitz and Birkenau was
published. German Extermination Camps-Auschwitz and Birkenau1, received scant distribution, and
despite its rather splashy appearance in the New York Times2of 26 November 1944, it seems to have
been directly, immediately relegated to various archives, a scarce thing when it was new3. Dusty On
Arrival, DOA--a disappearance that looks like a censorship.
Reports of mass killings were not new in 1944; indeed in Roosevelt’s only meeting of the war with
Jewish leaders in late 1942 he was told in no uncertain terms that millions of Jews were being rounded
up and killed. There were no other meetings. In spite of other evidence and hundreds of newspaper
articles, November ‘44 was the best that we could do in saying something about the gassing.
When I was researching a French edition (which I have available for sale at my blog bookstore) of this
publication, which was published in Paris in mid-1945, I did a quick Google search under its title, “Les
Camps d’Extermination Allemands Auschwitz et Birkenau” . I was surprised to see that about half of
the hits were for references to crackpot Holocaust deniers who fancied themselves as "revisionist
historians"--the sites looked "normal", and had sort-of academic-y names with "truth" and "accuracy"
in their titles. They looked like any other web/blogsite, even calling up references from other
web/blogsites, though those sites were just more of the same. And there's one of the major problems of
info-gathering on the internet--vetting accuracy.
This search result is not achieved if you remove the quotation marks and search in general under the
title's words as single entities--but for the title as a phrase in itself, the results of the search were
crackpot-heavy.
Searching Google for “Holocaust” and “Auschwitz” and similar words buries the denier-people, though
not deep enough for my taste. Still it is very disturbing to search the title of the publication and find all
of these loony people–what does that mean, exactly? Is this result due to these sites writing more about
this particular title than respectable sites? Or–since these people regard this pamphlet as the key
publication in beginning what they call the ‘myth” of the Holocaust–they have somehow constructed
their use of the phrase to better appease the Google algorithm? My guess is that the denier people have
simply written more on this one title than on any other, and have written on it more thanbona
fide historical sites, and thus come up higher in Google findings. But whatever they've done these sites
have managed to occupy a hefty percentage of Google hits when searching for the title of perhaps the
first prime indictment against the Nazis as extraordinarily vicious murderers with that counter claims
that the publication is nothing but a fraud. And that's nothing but disgusting.
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____________
1. The original, government publication was reviewed thus at the Simon Wiesenthal site: "THE FIRST
REPORT ABOUT AUSCHWITZ by JOHN S. CONWAY. At the Nuremberg trials, one of the principal
documents used was a fifty-nine-page mimeographed report published in November 1944 by the War
Refugee Board in Washington, D.C.1 It consisted of two eyewitness accounts, "both received from a
representative close to the scene," the first based on the experiences of two young Slovakian Jews who
escaped from Auschwitz in April 1944 (Part 1, pp. 1-33), and the second by a non- Jewish Polish major
(Part II, pp. 1-19). “
2. U.S. BOARD BARES ATROCITY DETAILS TOLD BY WITNESSES AT POLISH CAMPS, New
York Times, 26 November 1944.
3. “Copies of the English edition are to be found in Yad Vashem, Jerusalem (in Hungarian), in the files
of the World Jewish Congress, Geneva (in German), and in the Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New
York: War Refugee Board report, Box 61: General Correspondence of R. McClelland: F: Miscellaneous
Documents and Reports re Extermination Camps for Jews in Poland (in German).” And not many more
other places.

The Nullification of the Munich Agreement (1942)
"I am speaking to you once again since the time of the bloody persecutions to which you have been
subjected from the inhuman German regime since the shooting of Heydrich"
A Declaration of Future Independence
BENES, Dr. Edvard. A Speech Delivered by Dr. E. Benes, the President of the Czechoslovak Republic,
in the B.B.C. Czechoslovak Broadcast of 8th August, 1942. 13x8", 4pp, printed on a (very full) two
sheets, containing approximately 3500 words. No place or date of publication, though I take this to be
published at the time of the speech. (The document was received by the Library of Congress Feb 1943.)
Stapled at top left; also gathered with an old paperclip. Good condition. $950
Provenance: Library of Congress. No mention of the title is seen online; WorldCat/OCLC locates 0
copies.
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In this address Benes (1884-1948) announces the formal nullification of the dreaded Munich
Agreement (orMunich Diktat in Czechoslovakia) of 30 September 1938 in which the infamous "Peace
in Our Time" appeasement was made with Hitler granting the Nazis annexation of certain parts of
Czechoslovakia (without the participation of the Czech government). Benes (the president of
Czechoslovakia then in exile in London) reports on the action of Jan Masaryk concluding a treaty with
the British government on the "final liquidation" of the Munich agreement and the return of the seized
lands come war's end.
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Office of War Information Leaflets
Office of War Information leaflets, dated mostly September-November, 1944. Most are 13x8", though
some are 11x8"--those that are larger tend to have been printed on better stock and are in very good
condition; the smaller versions were printed on poor stock and are now browned and brittle. 57 items:
$950
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Includes this interesting effort:
Hitler's Lies. A short, documented list of the more conspicuous lies of Adolf Hitler, from 1935 to 1942,
in chronological order. Dated December 14, 1942. Published by the Office of War Information,
(1942/3) 11pp. Printed on inexpensive paper which is now brown and brittle. Provenance: Library of
Congress, with a stamped transfer date of December 30, 1943. There seem to be no copies of this
edition located in the WorldCat/OCLC; there is one other very similar version of this (in four pages,
double columns) at the Denver Public Library.
(The following quotes come from a review by Martin Melosi of Allan M. Winkler, The Politics of
Propaganda: The Office of War Information, 1942-1945 , published by Yale in 1978):
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• The Office of War Information (OWI, created in 1942) was "dominated by liberal
interventionists, such as Archibald MacLeish and Robert Sherwood, the OWI sought to play
an activist role in winning the war by affirming the value of democracy over any totalitarian
threat". "The leadership of OWI were sure that if they could simply repeat it loudly enough
and often enough, it would win the hearts and minds of all who heard (p. 150)." "But alas,
the grandiose dreams and high expectations of the major OWI figures were dashed by
several forces, including a hesitant, almost indifferent president; a suspicious Congress and
State Department with little faith in the plans of OWI; a variety of internal squabbles over
attempts to define what American policy was and how best to present it; and, most
significantly, the more pragmatic requirements of war."
• And so "the home front was short-lived; how Congress dismantled the domestic branch
which had tried to the American people about the war effort" and the OWI shifted its
interests and direction to the theaters of war, "intense efforts to support the military effort via
psychological warfare against the enemy...The propaganda of war had finally come to
represent the war being fought."
•
The other elements of this small collection include:
•

Calls Aachen Worthy Monument to Hitler's Destructive Genius. October 31, 1944. 2pp

•

Hitler, with Current Degrees, Ruthlessly Destroying Germany, by Walter Millis. October
24, 1944. 2pp.

•

Hitler Discusses Problem of Reducing German Industry, by Edgar A, Mowrer. October
14, 1944. 11x8, 1pp

•

Situation Now Hopeless for Germany; Only Way Out is Complete Surrender, by Walter
Millis, September 5, 1944. 1pp

•

Hitler's Strategy Continues to Lead to Utter Destruction, by Walter Millis. Sept 30,
1944. 11x8, 2pp.

•

Japanese Fleet Does Not Know Where or How U.S. Fleet Will Strike Next, by Wallace
Herrick. October 21, 1944, 13x8", 1pp.
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•

Sooner Surrender Comes, the More Will be Saved, by Wallace Horrick.[sic] October 14,
1944. 13x8", 1pp.

•

Battle on the Western Front is in Second Vital Stage, October 7, 1944. 11x8", 2pp.

•

Prolonging of War Means Further Suffering for Millions in Europe, by Walter Millis,
Novermber 11, 1944, 2pp.

•

Guerilla [sic] Warfare Appears Only Answer to Nazi Political Leaders. October 10,
1944. 11x8, 2pp.

•

Dumbarton Oaks Proposals an Adventure in Social Organization and Invention, by
Walter Millis. October 17, 1944. 11x8, 2pp

•

Senator Comments on Three Aspects of Proposed World Security Organization.
September 23, 1944. 1pp.

•

Background on Tokyo. November 4, 1944. 3pp..

•

Economic Plans for Germany After the War, by Maz Lerner, October 13, 1944

•

General Arnold Sees "Beginning of End" for Enemy in Air. January 4, 1944. 13x8", 3pp.

•

Dewey's Reply to President's Foreign Policy Speech. October 28, 1944. 13x8" 4pp.

•

Island Landings Face Different Circumstances, Experts Say. January 15, 1944. 13x8",
1pp.

•

Nazis Face Bitter New Year, by Walter Millis. 11x8, January 4, 1944.

•

Roosevelt Reports on Lend-Lease, January 9, 1944. 11x8", 1pp.

•

U.S. Agricultural News, January 6, 1944, 13x8", 2pp.

•

Latest Agricultural Trends in United States Outlined. October 31, 1944. 11x8".

•

Great Future Significance to Events of Recent Days. September 2, 1944. 13x8". 1pp.
Weekly Information Backgrounder. October 14, 1944. 13x8". 2pp.
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•

Why United Nations Seek to Prevent Future Wars. November 4, 1944. 13x8", 3pp.

•

Correspondent Goes Behind Scenes in Recall of General Joe Stilwell. November 4,
1944. 13x8", 3pp.

•

President Roosevelt on U.S. Foreign Policy. October 24, 1944. 13x8, 5pp.

•

Dewey Speech on U.S. Foreign Policy. October 21, 1944. 13x8", 4pp.

•

Sea Bees Build Reputation in Combat Construction. January 8, 1944. 13x8", 1pp.

•

U.S. Faces Difficult Agricultural Problems. November 11, 1944. 11x8, 2pp.

•

Aggressors Aroused Power That Will Destroy Them. January 11, 1944. 11x8", 1pp.

•

Background on Japanese Mandated Islands. February 8, 1944. 13x8, 3pp.

•

Roosevelt Faces Vote Test in Unique Wartime Election, by George Warnecke, January
15, 1944.. 13x8, 2pp.

•

Outstanding Pronouncements by Roosevelt on International and Domestic Questions.
November 8, 1944, 11x8, 2pp.

•

Men Face Primitive Conditions in Southwest Pacific War, by Raymond Clapper.
.January 29, 1944. 13x8" 1pp.

•

Pacific War Nearer Japan, Keeping Axis Separated. January 25, 1944. 11x8". 2pp.

•

Writer Sees Improved Cooperation in Campaign against Japan. January 22, 1944. 11x8.
1pp.

•

Cartels Endanger Economic Freedom. February 19, 1944. 13x8", 1pp.

•

Roosevelt and Dewey Views on Post-War World Security. October 16, 1944. 11x8, 1pp.

•

American Presidential Election Procedure, February 22, 1944. 13x8, 2pp.

•

People Lead on Postwar Setup. February 1, 1944. 13x8, 2pp.
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•

Background on Marcus Island, February 8, 1944, 11x8", 1pp.

•

U.S. Agricultural Newsletter, February 6, 1944. 13x8, 2pp.

•

Noted American Columnist Killed in Crash Covering Marshalls Invasion (Raymond
Clapper). February 8, 1944. 13x8, 2pp.

•

Wallace Sees Improvements for Postwar America, February 8, 1944, 13x8, 2pp.

•

Background on Burma. 13x8", February 1, 1944.

•

Background on Midway and Wake Islands. February 8, 1944. 13x8, 2pp.

•

What American Papers Say. September 16, 1944. 13x8", 1pp.

•

What American Papers Say. October 21, 1944., 13x8", 3pp.

•

What American Papers Say. January 1, 1944., 13x8", 1pp.

•

What American Papers Say. October 28, 1944., 13x8", 1pp.

•

What American Papers Say. January 29, 1944., 13x8", 1pp.

•

What American Papers Say. January 3, 1944., 13x8", 1pp.
What American Papers Say, November 11, 1944. 13x8, 2pp.

•

Weekly Information Backgrounder. (undated, election-time, 1944) Vandenberg, Dewey,
MacArthur, world security league, Quebec conference. 13x8". 4pp.

•

Weekly Information Backgrounder, October 24, 1944. 13x8", 3pp.

•

Weekly Information Backgrounder, October 24, 1944. 13x8", 3pp.

•

Weekly Information Backgrounder, October 3, 1944. 13x8", 3pp.
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What to Do to Keep America Out of War. Keep America Out of War Committee, Washington, D.C.,
[1938] 11x8", 4pp. Well. Among other things, fighting fascists overseas will bring fascism home and
into government in the U.S.--with reasoning like that, how could this possibly go wrong? Good
condition. Provenance: Library of Congress. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies. $100
More Trouble from the Keep America Out of War Committee
"Mike Quinn". The Yanks are Not Coming. 1940. Published by Keep America out of War Committee,
1940. 15pp. Printed wrappers. Rare. Only a few copies located in OCLC/WorldCat. $125
This pamphlet is a reminder that it wasn't simply right-wing groups (like the Lindbergh-sponsored
"America First") that sought to keep the United States out of the war in Europe in 1940. It was a

"European War" to these groups at this point--it was of course a World War, World War II, but it just
didn't involve the United States, yet. The "Keep America Out of War Committee" produced this
vicious pamphlet, equating the war with the sole pursuits of "big business", connecting the "filthy
mess" of fighting to connected interest of Parliament and the Reichstag in producing a money-making
scenario for the controllers of industry.
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Now there are plenty of ugly wartime relationships during WWII--and not just those that existed
through December 1941, but were in place for the duration of the war. But the arguments made in this
pamphlet seemingly in support of the average working man protecting them from the multinational
corporations who were conducting the war for the sake of profits takes the argument into an entirely
different and bad place. ("The best way we can help the people of Europe is to keep Wall Street out of
it" claims the pseudonymous author, Mike Quinn. Besides, as he continues in the section called "We're
Too Busy": "We've got a first class job on our hands straightening out this civilization we have right
here". Too busy for war.
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The Big Lie, 1939--Poland as the Aggressor of Germany
Poland's Designs on Germany as expressed since the British guarantee. [Berlin W 62, Rauchstr. 27]
[Dt. Informationsstelle], (1939), 8x5 inches, 23pp, 7 folding maps. Good condition. $200
This pamphlet has the sound and feel of a piece of propaganda, right from the start, just from the supraobvious title page and the very feel of the production. Looking for my proof-in-the-pudding--the
printing information and source for the information--I found none. Another strike for the
propagandist. (And another interesting point: the phrase "Poland's designs on Germany" is a nonstarter on Google, not located on the web, or in JSTOR, or in other pay-for web commercial
communities.)

Then of course there was the content, which is a simple, serial distribution of The Big Lie, painting
Poland as an aggressor, hungry for German land and people. So far as I can tell there is nothing truthful
in this work whatsoever, or at least I should say nothing that is assertive to the point of Poland being an
"aggressor". There are seven maps illustrating the points. These are the great hallmarks of The Big
Lie--a lie so vast that no one is supposed to think it possible that someone would tell a lie so fantastic,
that no broadcast lie could be so incredibly big as to have been invented and told, and so the
lie must be true. Hitler wrote about this admiringly in Mein Kampf, expressing an idolotry for the idea
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in print, recognizing it as a powerful tool of subversion and propaganda, and then went ahead and
followed the instructions.
Then comes the entry in the WorldCat–I found that the year was 1939. It would be in September of the
year that Hitler would attack Poland and the war would begin. Who would have thought that the Nazis
were acting in self defense?
The WorldCat/OCLC entry: 6 copies located, with 1 in Poland and 5 in Germany.
Poland's Designs on Germany as expressed since the British guarantee. [Berlin W 62, Rauchstr. 27]
And there it is: "Dt. Infomrationnsstelle" is the Deutsche Informationnsstelle, the German Information
Centre. The GIC exists today, but during the National Socialist period leading up to the war and
during WWII it was an outlet for German propagandist works. There are no copies of this particular
work, evidently, in libraries in the United States. This is too bad, because this is a tremendously
insulting document, an insistent, insinuating, unforgiving document to the ridiculous, perverted manner
of thought and logic of the Nazis.

BRECHT, Arnold. The Structure of Postwar Germany. Published at Sixty-Six West Twelfth Street,
August, 1944. 11x8", 13 leaves. Provenance: the Library of Congress, the LC Secretary's Office, and
the Office of the Chief Assistant Librarian, and then lastly sent to general collections via "The
Librarian's Office" (of Archibald MacLeish) in 1945. There are two copies located in WorldCat/OCLC
as separate printing. $175
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•Brecht--a high-ranking government official in the Weimar Republic-- was a survivor of Hitler
and lived his conscience, opposing Hitler's rise to power in 1933 and then finding himself
almost immediately a refugee, winding up a professor for many years at the New School in
NYC. This is where he wrote this appraisal of what was to come in Germany post-war.

GOTTFRUCHT, Hans. The trade unions in a new Germany; some observations on the problem of
economic and social reconstruction of Germany and the recreation of the trade union movement. 10x8:,
9pp. Printed February, 1944 (London). WorldCat OCLC locates 3 copies of the 1944 edition (NYPL<
CUNY, British Library) and 2 copies of a 1945 edition (Bibliothek der Friedrich-Ebert-Stuffing and
Schweizerisches Sozialarchiv).
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Our Job Now. (No publisher or place or publication listed, nor date--the document is however stamped
as received by the Library of Congress "9-17-41", do best guess here would be 1940/1. 11x8", 8
leaves, offset mimeographic process. Staple-bound at upper left corner. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0
copies. Provenance: the Library of Congress. $150
• Overview on the United States Committee for the Care of European Children, Inc., which
sought to collect children (mostly from Great Britain during the Battle of Britain) and ship them
to the U.S. Unfortunately the quotas on immigration were quickly reached for the children, and
the effort to expand and broaden the quotas for immigrants fleeing the U.K. and Europe was
defeat in the U.S. Senate.
"The United States Committee for the Care of European Children (USCOM) was founded in the summer of 1940 by
Clarence Pickett to help evacuate children from incessant German bombing of English cities, commonly known as the
Battle of Britain. The U.S. government wanted to save children by moving them away from areas under attack; therefore, it
was receptive to lobbying by humanitarians who argued that British children should be temporarily relocated to the safety of
the United States. In June 1940, FDR asked Eleanor Roosevelt to establish USCOM to help transport these children across
the Atlantic; however, by the fall of 1940, its evacuation efforts were temporarily suspended after having successfully
relocated just over 800 children." from the Eleanor Roosevelt Papers Project at the George Washington University
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BLACK, Algernon. Ethical Issues in the News: "The Nazi Surrender" Society for Ethical Culture. An
address read by Black (the society's leader) on May 3, 1945, on Station WQXR, NYC. 11x8", 5 leaves.
Published right at the time of near-surrender om May 9 (as that had not yet happened in the text of this
address). Stamped with a June 15, 1945 receiving date by the Library of Congress. 10 issues
altogether: $175
Offered with: Ethical Issues in the News, the Nuremberg Trials" (October 11, 1946; "America's
Responsibility For Peace", (April 5, 1945); "Encampment for Citizenship" (March 28, 1946); "The
Challenge of the U.N. Assembly" (October 26, 1946; "Ethics in Our Time" (October 4, 1946);
"America and the Atomic Issue" (Sept 7, 1947); "The Treatment of Germany", (June 7, 1945); "The
Conflict Over Argentina" (June 14, 1945); and "The UNO--Our responsibility" ( March 21, 1946).
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•Scarce document. WorldCat/OCLC find 0 copies of this paper, though it does find 10 others
from this series. Black warns against hatred and vengeance taking over better judgment,
especially in the face of the revelations of "new atrocities" and makes the case for strong and
determined punishment for the offenders, and a way in which Nazism may be prevented from
occurring again.

A Vichy Sympathizer Continues to Sympathize, Post War
ROUGIER, Louis. Response au Livre Blanc Britannique sur les relations entre le Gouvernement de Sa
Majeste et le Gouvernement de Vichy pendent l'automne 1940. Printed in the "United States", 1946.
9x6", 16pp. Provenance: Library of Congress. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies. Very good copy.
$175
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•Rougier is the same Rougier the philosopher, author of many bits on epistemology, political
theory, and Christianity--for some reason however he teamed up intellectually with the Vichy
French government of WWII, and continued to support the idea of it and its leader, Petain, well
into the 1950's. Rougier did actually go on some sort of mission for Petain in October 1940 to
meet with Winston Churchill--the result, he said, was an "understanding" and between the U.K.
and Vichy. Churchill denied this and the British government issued a White Paper on the topic
refuting any such claims of any agreements with the Vichy French. The pamphlet here is a
refutation of the refutation, claiming that Churchill was a "faux britannique"and that his
refutations were fabrications. I can hardly see Churchill doing this--he barely could deal with
de Gaulle for crying out loud--and so I'll stay the course with Churchill and the rest of them on
this. For Rougier to keep this up for a decade post war was a said and terrible thing.
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DEGLIN, Lt. Col T.L. Account of a Trip to Japan and to Baguio to Witness Surrender of Imperial
Japanese Forces and of Japanese Forces in the Philippines. 1945 5pp. Very good condition. $250

After serving as public relations director for Madison Square Garden (1935-1942), T.L. Deglin wound
up a Lt. Col. in the U.S. Army in a public relations capacity, finding himself a witness on 2 September
1945 to the Japanese surrender on the U.S.S. Missouri and at Baguio (in the Philippines). what follows
below is his five-page (1750 word) description of those events. The report is an offset-printed
production, so it did see some sort of distribution, but I can find no mention of it anywhere.
My copy came as part of a large group of material (known as "The Pamphlet Collection") that I
purchased of the Library of Congress some years ago--the one cohesive factor to the collectionwithout-a-purpose was that the material was by and large no located in other libraries. This may have
been because of the great ephemeral nature of some of them, but the pamphlets saw very restricted play
in the library circulation game.
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Navy Department. Immediate release. Japanese to Sign Surrender Aboard USS Missouri Mightiest
Ship in United States Fleet. 3pp. 28 August 1945. Offset printed. Fine condition. Rare document in
this format as a press release. $450
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On Gearing-Up the French Propaganda Machine (1938)
BERLITZER, Hugo. La grande lacune de notre defense nationale; un essai sur la propagande comme
moyen de pression diplomatique et militaire. Published in Paris, 1938 (though no publisher is listed).
11x8", mimeographic/similar process of some sort. 74pp. Front page detached. WorldCat/OCLC
locates only 1 copy (Harvard).
Berlitzer shows up with another title (in German) and pretty much nowhere else. The internet is vacant
of other records for this title, except for the copyright record; and from the looks of the cataloging on
the back of the title page this may be one of the copyright deposit copies. Provenance: Pamphlet
Collection, the Library of Congress. $250
•Berlitzer writes on a particular military weakness of France--a poor propaganda game. This is
a deceptively lengthy treatise--every page is packed, and runs 500+ words, or 35,000 words in
total
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Rare Spanish Revolution Manifesto for a Free Spain, 1943
The Spanish Secret (Underground) Newspaper “Reconquest of Spain”, which is being Printed in
Madrid, Has Arrived in Algiers and Publishes an Appeal of the Supreme Council of the National Union,
Which Has Just been Received in Mexico. 21 December 1943. 5 leaves, stapled at upper left. Very
restricted mimeographic run. Approximately 1500 words, double-spaced. A solid, and retrospective
GOOD (say, a conservative 6 on a 1-10 scale (ten being Mint)). The paper is browning and becoming
brittle at the edges, but, considering the format of reproduction, this document has survived in betterthan-average condition compared to other similar materials in my experience. From the estate of the
Associated Press reporter in Spain during the Revolution, Alexander Uhl. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0
copies. $700
“We are uniting to fight, to mobilize the Spanish people in the defense of its very life, to radically
extirpate the foreign domination from the soil of Spain…”//“Franco in Power is the death of Spain…”
This is a wartime call to Spaniards to honor their fatherland and overthrow the Nazis and Franco..."
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Some examples of the Content (very powerful, persuasive, patriotic, stirring):
“Spaniards! In criminal combination with the foreign master, the Cabinet of lackeys is killing Spain. It
was promising great riches to the Fatherland and has subjected Spain to vassalage. It had claimed
prosperity to the country and the country is in ruins… "
“The nation is groaning, gagged, deprived of liberty…”
“…the execution squads are irrigating with Spanish blood the sacred soil of the fatherland…”
“Over the gloomy background, while the victorious armies of the United Nations are opening for
themselves a road to Berlin, a million Spaniards, following the footsteps of death and disgraceful
infamy of the Blue Division, can be cast in the hecatomb by the criminal will which Franco has
publicly invoked…”
“We are uniting to fight, to mobilize the Spanish people in the defense of its very life, to radically
extirpate the foreign domination from the soil of Spain…”
“Franco in Power is the death of Spain…”
“It is not a fight of internal tendancies, but a united attack of the entire nation in order to recover its
independence and its sovereignty…”
“WE are inviting publicly, solemnly, the Spaniards who profess other political creeds and most
especially the Catholics of the two branches and the army, to participate with us in the Supreme
Council of the National Union…to overthrow Franco and the Phalange…”
“No honorable Spaniard can fail the call of his Fatherland…and can honor themselves by taking part in
this genuine crusade of liberation which today demands unanimous national effort. No desertion will
make us lower the colors…”
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What a Fascist Really, Really Is: Defining Things, June,1944
Poletti, Col. Charles. {Defining Fascists] Offset printed, 3-page document, printed at the Headquarters
of the (U.S. Army) Allied Control Commission, Rome, 26 June 1944. 12x8 inches. Some original
annotation. Fair condition. 12.5x8.5", 3 sheets, printed on one side only, stapled. The last leaf is
becoming detached at an old fold (at the bottom quarter of the sheet). $450
(Charles Poletti [1903-2002] had a very interesting and socially-involved life; during WWII he made
radio broadcasts in Italian in Italy beginning in 1943; he was a major DNC activist and it was via all of
those positions that he found himself to be appointed governor of New York for a brief period of time
before moving off to wartime duties. Fascinating story for that man.)
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In the history of words and the history of writing them, the history of writing down what words mean
came relatively late in the word game. The first dictionary for the English language is difficult to
establish–it wasn’t Dr. Johnson’s 1746 effort, as fabulous as it was. There were more than a hundred
earlier efforts, the earliest of which may be Robert Cowdry’s A Table Alphabeticall... as the first
English dictionary, which was written in 1604. (Its more easy to determine the first American
dictionary, Dr. Webster’s, 1828 .) It may be that dictionaries and assemblies of rogue/thieves language
appeared well before Johnson, by perhaps as much as 175 years, providing the good readers and
listeners in England with a ready tool for understanding “non-standard” (slang) words of the English
language (with A New Dictionary of the Terms Ancient and Modern of the Canting Crew, by “B.E.”,
being the best known of these early works, published in 1698.)
It is interesting to me that in addition to Johnson et al another writer–or rather set of writers–were
responsible for the first Johnsonian-first dictionary in German, the Deutsches Wörterbuch by the
Brothers Grimm. These are good examples of modernity, though there are earlier examples for other
languages–Petrus de Alingio’s manuscript of 1286 and the Catholicon as the first printed alphabetical
listing of Latin words appeared very shortly after Gutenberg’s Bible did on the same press. But then
these were both many centuries into the use of the language.
And this just to say how much I like the road to words–especially when they come from unexpected
places. One fine example of this is the directive below, issued by the headquarters of th Allied Control
Commission (“APO No 394") in Rome in the summer of 1944. (This would actually be the American
arm of the ACC, which was commission set up by the Allied Powers to deal with the administration of
defeated countries at the end of the war. Three weeks after D-Day the end of the war was in sight
(Bastogne and Co. not withstanding), though far more so in Italy than just about anywhere else, and so
the implementation of governing and occupying plans needed to be established. One of the primary
features here was to ensure that the old Fascists not be included in the new Italian governments (along
the lines of denazification in Germany, which had a more laissez-faire approach to defining Nazis,
especially wealthy and useful ones), and the primary issue in finding and excluding Fascists was to
define what was meant by “fascist”. These are those working guidelines, at least on 25 June 1944.

Croatia at the Peace Conference, 1919
The Independence of Croatia. No author listed, nor place of publication, nor date, though it seems to be
a product of the Republican Committee of Croatia, with a date in the document of May 1919. 11x8.5",
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6pp. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies. Provenance: Pamphlet Collection, the Library of Congress.
•This is a part of a petition to President Wilson to present at the Peace Conference a proposal for
the establishment of a "Croation Republic as a neutral state" and to release it from its impending
"slavery " to Serbia. Also, there are details of servitude and abuses by the Serbians against the
Croats.
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War Production Board Home Front Propaganda Leaflets (1942)
Pamphlets and Leaflets Issued by the War Production Board Headquarters, War Production Board, U.S.
Government Printing Office. 11 pieces, $200

•He Was a Good Guy When He Had It. 8x3", unfolds for a central message, which was to make
sure that the guy ("Joe") had "it", being bullets and grenades. 16-27955-1 (Received May 3,
1944)
•After This War--What? 1942. 9x6", 4pp. (Received May, 1944)
•Building the Ships to Deliver the Goods. 1942. 8x5", single sheet.
•Building the Tanks to Smash the Axis. 8x5".(undated, though received by the L.C. May 1944),
single sheet. 4pp. 1942
•Making the Guns to Smash the Axis. 8x5", 4pp. 1942.
•Machines and Men, Working for Victory. 4pp. 1942
•Men Working Together. 8x3". Single sheet.
•Get Straight on this War. 8x3". Single sheet. Undated by stamped "received" by the L.C. in
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May 1944.
•Germany's War Production Drive is Different. 8x3". Single sheet, folded. Undated by stamped
"received" by the L.C. in May 1944
•Total War. 8x3". Single sheet. Undated by stamped "received" by the L.C. in May 1944
•No Book for Free Men. 8x3". Single sheet. Undated by stamped "received" by the L.C. in May
1944
Two Unlocated (?) Items by a Yugoslavian Freedom Fighter (1944)
COLAKOVIC, Rodoljub. Slovenski Narod V Borbi za Svobodo. (From the "Neve Jugoslaije", St. 4-,
20 aprila 1944. 8x6", 16pp, wrappers.
with:
another version of the above, this with a different introduction (so far as I can determine) with the rest
of the contents looking the same as the above, except in a different format. This version: folded 11x8"
sheets, and printed vertically on three sheets of paper.
Provenance: Library of Congress. Neither is located in the WorldCat/OCLC. I did find a couple of
references to this title being published as part of a larger, edited work, but for 1945. Both of these
pamphlets feature artwork on the cover dated 1944. $300
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War Charities Fund, Red Cross and St. John. 16 pamphlets, all illustrated, all in wrappers,all from
the Library of Congress. $225 Including the following:
•The Work of the British Red Cross & St. John. March, 1944. 7x5", trifolded single sheet into
6pp, photos
•The Work of the British Red Cross & St. John. April, 1944. 7x5". 8pp. Photos.
•What the Red Cross & St. John is Doing. (POWs, Help for Next of kin, Wounded & Missing,
help for Russia...) April, 1943. 7x5", trifolded single sheet into 6pp
•What the Red Cross & St. John Does for the Sick and Wounded. May 1943. 7x5", May 1943.
Bi folded, 3pp.
•What the Red Cross & St. John Does for the Sick and Wounded. May 1943. 7x5", April, 1943.
•Trifolded, 6pp, photos.
•Not for One Moment Must We Forget. 7x5", July, 1943. Trifolded, 6pp, photos.
•Country Homes, What the Red Cross & St. John is Doing for the Under-Fives. 7x5",
August, 1943. Trifolded, 6pp, photos.
•More Books Urgently Needed, Red Cross & St. John Hospital Library. 7x5", January, 1944.
Trifolded, 6pp, photos.
•What the Red Cross & St. John War Organization Does and How it is. August, 1943. Financed.
7x5", bi folded, 3pp.
•The Work of the British Red Cross & St. John.
American Red Cross, all in wrappers, all ca. 1942-45.
•College Units. 9x6", 24pp.
•Chapter Guide to Red Cross Participation in Civilian Defense and Civilian War Aid. 9x6",
32pp.
•Volunteer First Aid Detachments.13pp.
•Red Cross--a Force for Peace. 7x5", 16pp.
•American Junior Red Cross, Yours for Victory. 14pp. 10x7", 14pp.
•Displays. 9x6", 32pp. Very interesting photos of displays for RC. Nice piece of social history.
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Report of Scottish Clans Evacuation Plan, January 12, 1943, since its Inception, October 12th, 1940.
11x8", 16 [2] pp. Offset mimeograph from typed originals. Staple bound. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0
copies. $175
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La Vie en Allemagne, l'Habitation Allemande. No place or date of publication, though WorldCat
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guesses 1941/2, which I'm inclined to agree with. 8x5", 48pp, photo illustrated. Printed wrappers.
Provenance: the Library of Congress.
I am pretty sure that pictures such as these printed during wartime for the population of an occupied
country could not get any more vaseline-lens-coated or syrupy than these propaganda images. They are
in the best tradition of a Lena Wertmueller movie, where the working class is perfect as are their homes
and children. If Maxfield Parrish was in black & white, these images would no doubt seem familiar to
him. That said, this is a propaganda vehicle showing the working and living condition of worker
"colonists" in Germany and their standard of living. Anyway it was a dreadful piece of dangerous fluff
to dangle in front of a captured population--no doubt this little publication found itself replacing paper
conveniences in the toilet, and used as fire-starter, but no doubt some poor soul somewhere in France
was confused by it.

WorldCat/OCLC locates only five copies (three in France and two in Germany), and no copies in the
U.S.

On Repudiating Versailles (H.L. Mencken's Copy)
[KIEP, Otto.] Germany's Attitude Towards the Present Crisis (Remarks of Dr. O.C. Kiep, German
Consul General in New York, before the Eastern Regional Conference... No place and no date, though
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it is dated February 1932 by hand on the back of the first sheet. 11x8", 6 leaves. Provenance: H.L.
Mencken, and then the Library of Congress. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies. $125

•Dr. Kiep was as the pamphlet says the German Consul General in New York, and was
addressing the worldwide depression, not the least of which was Germany's failing economy-and also on the German intention of honoring the Versailles Treaty, stating that "Germany is not
r e p u d i a t i n g [sic] her contractual obligations" and that no government had anything to
fear--right then. Following his great success in the election of 1930, it was in February 1932 that
he decided to run for the presidency against Hindenburg. And then of course came the series of
unfortunate events winding up with Hitler in power in 1933, when he promptly decided to drop
the Versailles Treaty. So if this pamphlet was printed in January/February 1932 there was only
a year left to Kiep's claim of non-repudiation. That said Kiep had nothing to do with those
decisions, and in short order would advance to a new position in charge of the Reich's Press
Office. Kiep wound up hanged by Hitler, though, for the role he played in the failed July 20
attempt to assassinate Hitler, and is so remembered for that.

Help Norway! 1940
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Help Norway. Small pamphlet explaining the situation of the Nazis in Norway, early in the war, and
appealing for donations of money. 11x8, tri-folded to make 6pp. Printed it seems in 1940.
WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies. $75
Livre Blanc, Publie par le Gouvernment Norvegien le 14 Avril 1940. L'Aggression Allemande en
Norvege. 7x4", 12pp. Printed wrappers. OCLC locates 0 copies. $100

Rebuilding Peace in Europe, Volume 1: Report of a Franco-British Conference organized by the
International Student Service, Fontanebleau, December 27th-31st, 1936. International Conference
Series 1936-37, Geneva. 11.5x8", 82pp, offset mimeographed from a typed original. Provenance:
Library of Congress. WorldCat locates 1 copy (University of Basel). $125
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Memorandum on Baltic Displaced Persons. Central Committee of Latvian Refugees in Germany,
October 21, 1946. 12.5x8", 8 leaves. (Signed by Prof. K. Kundzins and Prof. A. Schwabe. Offset
sheets from typed originals, stapled. Provenance: the Library of Congress. WorldCat/OCLC locates 1
copy (Harvard Law School). $250
Soviet Address at the Beginning of Operation Barbarossa
Radio Address by Mr. M.M. Litvinov, Member of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., Former People's
Commissar of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R. July 8, 1941 12.5x8", 4 leaves. Offset printed from typed
original. No place or date of publication. Good copy. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies. $200
Soon after this, in November 1941, Litvinov (1875-1951) would become the Soviet Ambassador to the
U.S. This speech on the Nazi invasion was given two weeks after it began, at the very beginning of the
Soviet Great Patriotic war.

[TITO] Speech by Marshall Tito at Review of Units of National Army of Liberation of Yugoslavia at
Banjica, Belgrade. United Committee of South Slavic-Americans, for Immediate Release. [1945/6]
12.5x8", 4 leaves. Offset printed from typed original. No place or date of publication. Good copy.
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WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies $150
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Hasselriis, C.H.W. (Capar Heinrik Wolfson, 1881-1972) Of the Land, the Character and the Faith of
the Danes. Distributed by the Danish Information Service of the Friends of Denmark, NYC; "For
release on or after Nov. 6, 1944. [1944] Offset mimeographed leaves, stapled. 11.5x8", 5pp.
_____. Mute Denmark. Published by Free Denmark, Inc., NYC, September 1941. Offset
mimeographed leaves, stapled. 11.5x8", 9pp. On the silencing of the voice of Denmark--a lyrical and
poetic statement on the "lark no longer sing(ing)" though the spirit of Denmark remains dedicated to
freedom.
Neither publication is located in WorldCat/OCLC, $200/pair
On the Spanish Civil War
Un Episode de la Lutte Fratricide, Deux Mois de Bombardement. Edition des Archives Espagnoles,
Paris, [1938] 8x5", 12pp. Chronicles the period of bombings of Spanish cities January-March 1938.
Wrappers. Good copy. $45

Memorandum sur la Situation Industrille apres la Guerre. Published by the Garton Foundation, Paris,
May 1917. 11x9", 81pp. Printed with wide margins for annotation. Becoming disbound. Printed
wrappers. A Fair copy. WorldCat/OCLC locates 6 copies, none in the U.S. $95
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Propaganda in cartoons
Que se passe-t-il dans l'industrie d'armement allemande? No place or date of publication, though my
guess is 1940/1/2. 8x5", 12pp, nearly all being single-page cartoons. Provenance: Library of
Congress. WorldCat/OCLC locates 1 copy (NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies).
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Fairly brittle publication, though intact. $175
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Money Talks--to Hitler it Can Say "Defeat" 8x5" leaflet, 4pp, issued by the National Savings
Committee and Scottish Savings Committee, W.F.L. 1. [1940] Provenance: Library of Congress.

Goodcondition. $75
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Trying Hard Not to See the Jews: American Immigration Practices, WWII
Your Help for Refugee Children; offset printed, stapled document. Rare. 6pp. $175
This pamphlet holds an insight into a period, and also to one of he greatest stains of American foreign
policy/humanitarianism of the last seventy years. And somehow this prolonged act is still a semi-secret,
still I think not very widely known or acknowledged.

Your Help for Refugee Children (March 1939) is the text for a radio broadcast by Chicago-based Dr.
Charles Copeland Smith for his “The Neighborhood Guild” series. Actually, Smith gave the broadcast
over to his wife (for some reason) to make this appeal-- I guess because the subject was children, and
that it would best be made by a woman. Mrs. Smith made the case for the relaxation or extension of
American immigration policy to accommodate the newly-minted refugees of Hitler’s Nazi Germany.
The European war was just about started by the point–Czechoslovakia and Austria were already done,
and Poland and the rest of the beginning of the war was just six months away. By this point, however,
the war was considered a foregone conclusion by most thinking people.
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I have to give credit to the Smiths, as they did recognize the coming threat of Nazism, and did make the
appeal for a more expansive inclusive of the relatively stingy American immigration policy. They
figured that the children of refugees would be their main concern, and that accommodation should be
made to accept 10,000 of them per year.
That would be 10,000 “extra” children, I’m assuming, since the Smiths make the case that the current
levels for allowable immigration was an at “inadequate” 27,000 per year. In 1938 there were more than
300,000 applications for U.S. visa from German Jews alone, about 20,000 of which were accepted. In
1939, a smaller number of Jews would find themselves allowed into the United States. From 1933
onward, the case can be clearly made for the State Department, Congress and the Executive branch
actively engaged in restricting immigration to the U.S. by many hundreds of thousands of European
Jews. Even after it became apparent that not only were Jews being sent to concentration camps by the
millions, but they were also being exterminated , that the U.S. policy for acceptance of Jewish refugees
barely changed.
It is at the Jewish question that the Smiths got things wrong in their broadcast. Mrs. Smith made
“another attempt” to make the case for the refugee issue was not “predominately a Jewish problem”,
the argument being that there were so many more Catholics than Jews in places like Czechoslovakia
and Austria. She went on: “I believe that Nazism is determined to stamp out liberalism. The
movement is political, not racial, not religious.”
The undercurrent of their argument for saving (“not just”) Jewish children was based on a very
selective use of out-of-context statistics, concentrating on numbers of refugees coming out of Austria
and Czechoslovakia, and not, somehow, out of Germany. I’m not sure how they could have gotten to
their argument on refugee status for Europeans while ignoring the six years worth of anti-Jewish legal
abominations perpetuated upon the German Jewish population.
The “Law for the Restoration of the Professional Civil Service” was passed in April 1933 (the first
official banishment of the Jewish people as menials, second-class citizens, banning them Jews from
government jobs). The Jews had already been established by the Nazis as being the cause for the loss of
WWI, the debacle at Versailles, the ruination of German culture and mortal enemy of the Aryan
German. Many hundreds of laws like this would be instituted over the coming few years, establishing
the legality of the supposed inferior nature of the Jewish people. (Also in July 1933 came the
underpinning legislation of some future nasty thinking, Ernst Rudin’s “Law for the Prevention of
Hereditarily Diseased Offspring”, which established health courts and compulsory abortion and
sterilization for a variety of physical and hereditary traits found to be unacceptable for the
promulgation of a superior German race.) And this is all before the Nuremberg Laws of 1935/1936,
(specifically the “Reich Citizenship Law” 1936) which basically established the fate of the Jews,
removing their citizenship and making them “subjects of the state”.Do I really need reiterate the case
for the Nazi subjugation of the Jews, and their making the social and legal basis for the coming
extermination policies which were codified at Wansee in 1942? I think not–though it seems to me that
for whatever reason the Smiths decided to not utilize this already well established (even by 1939)
information. I think that at the very least they did not want to know.
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QUICK, Herbert. What About Chemical Warfare? The Newspaper Enterprise Association (1921) 15pp.
7x5 inches. Fine condition. WorldCat/OCLC locates 6 copies. $50
Herbert Quick did a fair amount of thinking about the military use of poison gas, and it winds up, in the
final analysis, thinking that it was tolerable. What About Chemical Warfare? (published by the
Newspaper Enterprises Association in 1921) is certainly a possible title for a Duck-and-Cover A-Bomb
or You and Your Hormones kind of film. But Mr. Quick took the slow boat around his issue, thinking
about it a little long and out loud, before coming to his final conclusion in the chapter titled "Gas
Warfare Cheapest and Most Effective Arm of Defense".
He points out the enormous impact in the war effort that relatively small chemical corps played in
WWI--something on the order of hundredths of one percent of all serving soldiers were employed in
the combined chemical corps, saying "how small a body to produce such great results!" Which is true,
assuming that by "great" he meant 'widespread', though it is unclear exactly what he was talking about.
Quick does make a case for poison gas being not so inhuman as presented by most civilized people,
pointing out both its high quick-death rate and survivability/recovery rates, which seems to be
giving/taking at the same time. No matter: "But woe to the army or nation that does not keep up with
the times. The Angel of Death will breathe in their faces" he writes.
The author also warns that though Germany was "stripped" of her war-making capacities, he thought it
was not so of the industries necessary to produce poison gas. He points out that Germany can produce
these munitions in secret, and that if any "militaristic nation conquers the world in the future", it will be
through the use of the poison gas it developed in secret.
Defense was also important: "in the absence of efficient defense worked out beforehand, our great
cities might be wiped out with gas bombs dropped from aircraft". Mr. Quick believes that protecting
cities is possible, writing simply "preparation will prevent such a crisis". Indeed. Unfortunately no
ideas about this defensive posture were forthcoming, though he did bring himself around to writing
about gas as a defensive tool. Against looters. And rioters. And snipers. "Gas puts the sniper in the
power of his enemy" Quick writes, using the Marine action in Vera Cruz, Mexico, as a good example of
where gas ("gas grenades") would have come in handy.
The bottom line is of course the bottom line, practically stating that poison gas as a weapon was
indisputably more cost-conscious than anything else, by far, each dollar spent on chemical warfare
being worth "from three to five hundred for the army". Poison gas services Quick says should be
pursued, because "gas warfare cannot be stopped until all war is stopped".
Gas warfare "gives the educated, intelligent nations the advantages over the people of lower
civilizations".
"When both sides are prepared it is much less inhumane than war with bullets and high explosives; but
it means horrible annihilation to the army which is unprepared."
It is an interesting exercise to replace "poison gas" with other types of weapons, just to see how it
reads.
Mr. Quick was up and down in his treatment of poison gas and war, though almost entirely down. One
thing he didn't see, that no one saw, really, was the use of a particular gas that was used to destroy
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millions of people, and which was developed quite in the open in Germany for many years, used for
killing rats. The Nazis simply used it instead on people. No one saw Zyklon-B coming, and no one
could have, even when they did.

By a Great Hero of Israel
JABOTINSKY, Vladimir. The Jewish Legion. Published by the British TTrumpeldor Organization of
America, Incorporated, NYC. 11x8", offset printed from typed originals. Includes a 5pp introduction
by Aaron Z. Propes (a leader of the Betar movement in the United States and official of the British
Trumpeldor) and then 36pp of text. Provenance: Library of Congress, being a gift from the publisher.
This seems to be a preliminary version of the 1945 Jabotinsky work, The Story of the Jewish Legion,
which contains 181 pages. I can find no mention of this edition in the WorldCat/OCLC. Good
condition. $500
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Secret Document from the O.S.S.
S.H.A.E.F. Mission (Netherlands) Political Intelligence Report No. 5. (For Fortnight ending 14
February 1945) Intelligence from the Liberated Netherlands. 13x8", 3 leaves/6pp. Includes report on
food and fuel and living conditions, labour and employment, attitude of the population to the
Netherlands government, attitude of the population to Allied troops. Annotated "OSS", stamped "R & A
Library" and also stamped on the verso of last sheet "received CID 1945 Mar 3 PM", which means
actually that it was received by the Central Information Division of the Office of Strategic Services, the
Research and Analysis Branch. So, the Provenance: O.S.S. (the precursor to the C.I.A., and then on to
the Library of Congress. Fair copy. $200
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The Medium is the Mess
This is an interesting pamphlet (printed ca. 1933/4) that makes a lot of good points in what seems to be
our current post-salient world, except that the author's presentation makes it all look kooky, borderline,
Outsider-y, and therefore dismissable. But the good points are there, and no doubt a lot of the
numbers seem as though they can be true--it is just that the presentation is about as actionable as
listening to some guy sitting in a shopping cart under the overpass and wearing cardboard box signs
while delivering his message in bolts of screams--the medium really can be the message, or the mess.
And this is just a mess, true or not, which was too bad.

(This is another one of those pamphlety works that seem as though they were very popular--and
perhaps so, except that its popularity did not translate into any sort of existing longevity--there is only
one copy of this work located in WorldCat/OCLC, and the only two online references to the pamphlet
are for the listings for in the the library found by WorldCat. So, popularly, this work is no longer
"around". It is interesting to note that for the few dozen Google hits on "Quack Economic Remedies"
there are several referring to presidential programs, with those including a wide range of politics, and
include Obama, Nixon, and Wilson.)
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• Item: 7x5", 4pp. Good copy, only. WorldCat/OCLC locates 1 copy. $125
Austrian Freedom Movement Propaganda
Austria in the Europe of the Future. (April, 1942). 10x8", 3 leaves, 6pp. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0
copies. Provenance: Library of Congress (received Sept 11 1944). VG copy. A fair amount of this
pamphlet is devoted to the Free Austria Movement ("P.A.M."), the treatment of Austrian soldiers by the
German, sabotage, desertions of Austrians to Switzerland, and other similar stories
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Q: Is Russia Expansionist? A: NO! (1947)
FULTON, James A. (b. 1874) Is Russia Expansionist? Address at session [sic] of "the Round Table",
McKeesport, Pa. No doubt self-published and then printed in 1947. 7x5",16pp. Mr. Fulton asks his
long-sentenced question in the first few pages and then answers it in the remaining text--his evidence is
that Russia and its territories have "ups and downs" over the centuries, citing gains/losses in Turkey,
Finland (somehow!), Poland (ditto!), Ukraine, and such. It is a difficult argument to read--not doubt
Mr. Fulton had his sympathizers, though in 1947 I doubt that he had many. WorldCat/OCLC locates 3
copies. $125

Eyewitness Accounts of The Soviet Union Stripping North Korea of Infrastructure, 1945/6
Russia Removes Machinery and Materials from, North Korea/Report No. 1. Eye
Witness Reports from North of the 38th Parallel (Russian Occupation Zone) in Korea.
13x8", 5 leaves, offset printed. Offset printed. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies. $450
There are various reports with the "eyewitness" names left out, replaced by lines. The materials
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removed are categorized so: coal, food, machinery--Manchuria, heavy industries--manufacturing
machinery, steel mills, textile mills, electric smelting mill, railways.

•Stamped "declassified".
This document seems to offer proofs of large-scale stripping of North Korean facilities back to the
Soviet Union--at just the time when it was said that there perhaps wasn't good evidence for this.
(See: The North Korean Revolution, 1945–1950 By Charles K. Armstrong, page 150, available
online).
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Proposal for Universal Access to Radio, 1945
Caesar, Irving (1895-1996). Peace by Wireless, the People's Weapon for Peace. Suggested Protocol for
an Intergovernmental Radio Guarantee Agreement. (No doubt) published by the author, 1945.
11x8.5", 8 leaves. Offset from typed originals. Provenance: from the office of the Librarian of
Congress, Archibald MacLeish, to the Library of Congress.(received April 1945). This is a citizen's
proposal for freedom of the airwaves for all peoples and something to be (hopefully) discussed at the
San Francisco Conference (establishing the U.N.). I have a number of these sorts of things--this one is
different from the vast majority because it is (a) a good idea (b) well written. it is also by a oncefamous songwriter, very active in the 1915-1935 period, and lyricist of "Tea for Two", "Swanee", and a
lot of other pieces now in foggy memory. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies. $100
Czech Foreign Minister on Germany, 1944
From the OSS Library
Jan Masaryk on Germany. Published by the Czechoslovak Government Press Bureau, 1790 Broadway,
New York, June 16, 1944, vol 4 no. 46. 11x8", 3 leaves. Offset printed from typed original. Stapled into
homemade folder. Provenance: Library of the Office of Strategic Service (OSS), then to the Library of
Congress. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies. $150
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Warsaw Uprising(s), 1943 and 1944
How Warsaw Fell. 1944. 8 pp. 11x8 inches. Very good condition. WorldCat/OCLC locates 8 copies
(including three in the U.S. and five overseas). $250
This is bound to be a great smoothing-out of a complex issue, but, well, that’s okay: I think that in spite
of the simplification the result is the same. The bottom line of the Second Warsaw Uprising
(August/September 1944) is that the Soviet Union allowed the Polish Home Army to fail, watching
from its position across the Vistula as the Nazis and Poles slugged it out, both exhausting themselves,
the Nazis ultimately defeating the Poles, eliminating most of the Soviet concern for the Polish military
and government, allowing the Soviet Union to take the country over more completely when the time
came a few months earlier. It was the Soviet’s choice to see two enemies annihilate themselves to have
more control over Poland and immediately turn it into a vassal state when it rolled into Warsaw in
January, with 85% of the city destroyed and 600,000 of the city’s population dead.
With this in mind, where was the Polish Home Army or the Americans or the Brits-or anyone--when
the first Warsaw Uprising occurred? Absent.1 This battle–generally known as the Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising–took place about three years after the Nazis established it as a means of control for the city’s
400,000 or so Jews. In the intermediary years hundreds of thousands of Jews had been “deported” (that
is, sent to the concentration camps to be exterminated or worked to death), so that by the time of the
Uprising only 60,000 people remained in the Ghetto. And by this time there was no doubt in anyone’s
mind who lived there (and perhaps too in Warsaw as a whole) what the euphemism of “deportation”
actually meant. The battle started off well for the home defence (the ZOB2) but, ultimately, with little
access to resource and with nowhere to actually retreat or regroup in the few acres that remained of the
original Ghetto, whoever was left in the Ghetto were either killed or captured by 16 May. The German
commander, SS Brigadefuhrer Jurgen Stroop reported on that day that “the former Jewish quarter in
Warsaw is no longer in existence”:

“Progress of large-scale operation on 16 May 1943, start 1000 hours.
“ 180 Jews, bandits, and subhumans were destroyed. The former Jewish quarter of Warsaw is no
longer in existence. The large-scale action was terminated at 2015 hours by blowing up the Warsaw
Synagogue.
Total number of Jews dealt with 56,065, including both Jews caught and Jews whose extermination
can be proved. “
Stroop was arrested and hanged in Poland, in Warsaw, in 1952.
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So, this 6-page pamphlet, published by Liberty Publications in London at the end of 1944 (and received
by the Library of Congress on 10 January 1945), detailed the misery of the non-recognition of the
second Warsaw Uprising and the reason(s) for it. It details the travesty, the disinterest, and the political
accomplishment of the Soviet Union gained by its criminal inaction. There is of course no mention
whatsoever of the first Warsaw Uprising. Selfish inaction breeds itself, consumes others and then--like
yeast--consumes itself.
Notes
1. "WHEN THE revolt in the ghetto broke out in April 1943, all of Warsaw was aware of the fighting. The news of the
revolt was transmitted to the Allied capitals by the Polish underground, but no help came for the Jewish fighters - not from
the US or England, nor from the Soviet Union; not even a sign of recognition or an acknowledgment by the Allies of the
battle raging in the ghetto. The Jewish fighters in the Warsaw Ghetto were unknown soldiers, isolated from the world. Only
two years later, after the end of the war, did their valiant battle receive universal recognition."--"Who Defended The Warsaw
Ghetto?", by Moshe Arens, in the Jerusalem Post, 29 April, 2003.
2. The ZOB was the Zydowska Organizacja Bojowa, led by Mordechai Anielewicz, and ZZW (Zidowski Zwiazek
Woskowy) led by Pawel Frenkel

Tight One-Page High-Level Recommendation for a U.S. Chemical Weapons Position,
1917
WHITNEY, Willis R. Carton copy of a typed letter to the Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels
outlining his review of the U.S. chemical warfare capacity, 1917. $750

On 21 December 1917, thee years into the beginning of World War I and eight months after America
entered the war,Willis R. Whitney composed this one-page letter composing the American response to
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the use of poison gas in warfare. Whitney was founder and head of one the great research laboratories
in America—run by General Electric, the GE Lab—and was one of the leaders of the U.S. Navy‘s
Naval Review Board (along with Thomas Edison and Hudson Maxim, among others), and wrote to
Josephus Daniels, who was at the time the U.S. Secretary of the Navy.

Whitney was a chemist, a former instructor at MIT, and a Ph.D. under Ostwald, a brilliant, “bearish”
intellect in many fields, an innovator, and a leader, a tactician. He summarized the state of affairs, and
communicated quickly and with clarity and without hesitation what he thought must be done, and how
America should respond to the German chemical threat.
The Germans had first used chemical weapons (shells containing xylyl bromide) against Russian troops in
Bolimow, Poland. It was the first foray into a section of the war that caused more than one million casualties and
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85,000 deaths. It would be another three months for the first full-scale use of a chemical weapon—in the form of
chlorine gas—in the Second Battle of Ypres. But the time Whitney sent his letter, chemical warfare had been a
deeply-established weapon. Whitney recommends that the U.S. begin production; that several plants be established
to produce the chemicals, and to get on the matter immediately, suggesting a man to head the work. As it turns out
the work didn’t begin in earnest for a number of months later, the first large quantities becoming available just after
the signing of the Armistice. {I should note that I purchased this letter--rather, Whitney's carbon copy of the letter-many years ago from the estate of a U.S. Navy historian, E. Phillibert.)

The King and the Swastika
"Danmark", by Joe Congress, September 30, 1941. Radio Station WBYN, Brooklyn, NY (1430
Kilocycles). Transcript printed by Free Denmark, Inc., 80 Broad Street, NYC. My copy was received
by the Library of Congress less than a month later. WorldCat/OCLC locates 0 copies. 11x8", offset
mimeographic process. 3 leaves. Good copy. $450
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This is certainly an early telling of this story, now so often repeated--it occurs in the address
"Danmark", given by Joe Congress on the radio station WBYN (1430), Brooklyn, on September 30,
1941, at 10:15 p.m. The address came about a year and a half after the occupation of Denmark by
Germany (April 9, 1940)--there was an mortifying existence between the Nazis and the Danes from
that point out to the end of the war. It is in this broadcast where Congress tells the story of the King of
Denmark and the Nazi flag.
The king, Christian X (1870-1947), observed a Nazi flag flying from a public building in Copenhagen,
which was "a rank violation of the terms which Adolf Hitler imposed on Denmark". The King, riding
on a horse, reigned it in, and addressed a German officer standing by the building with the flag:
"Take it down !" the King ordered a German officer in front of the building.
"Orders from Berlin," replied the officer.
"The flag must be removed before 12 o'clock; otherwise I will send a soldier to do it," the
monarch declared.
"The soldier will be shot," warned the Nazi officer.
"I am the soldier!" said the King.
The Swastika came down.
It is a terrific story, and Congress heaps the praise on the king and on the Danes in general--but, on the
other hand, he laments that there's little of this behavior going on presently in Denmark, and talks about
the neutering of the police and branches of government. He does however talk about the growth of
patriotic songs and poetry, which has become a new resistance weapon for the Danes.
Congress asks, "do not the Danes sing today, as they did years ago:
Fill up holes of ignorance, and bury
narrow selfishness beneath the sod.
Of the meek and soft evoke a people
That will bend its will alone to God."
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Evidently they did, because Congress reports that in the growing community sings of Copenhagen that
hundreds of thousands of people were turning out to sing in the squares and parks--10,000 stood in
Faelldepark. It is a patriotic weapon "that the Nazis cannot match".
I looked up Mr. Congress and found this review of his broadcast, in Radio-News, for August 9, 1941. It
is remarkable in the small-world category because in this short review there is mentioned an interview
with Alexander Uhl, foreign editor for PM newspaper, and someone who works and papers are here in
my store.

Rare Eyewitness Holocaust Account, 1944--The Only Reproduction of the Full
Document

Witness from the Netherlands is a frank and concise eyewitness account from a Dutch Jew escaped to
Canada, his account being published by the Canadian Jewish Congress in Montreal in 1944. 8x5",.
14pp. Provenance: the Library of Congress via a "gift from the publisher". Paper wrappers. Good
condition. $750

He tells of a calm period at the beginning of the occupation by the Nazis and their efforts to ingratiate
themselves with the Dutch--one of those methods was to ostensibly form an emigration policy for the
Jews and having them register with the "Central Committee for Jewish Emigration". The facade did not
last long, and the rest of the pamphlet is devoted to the violence after January 1941. The rest of the
story is left to the reader--the pamphlet is only about 4000 words, and it is a recommended read.
The account necessarily leaves out his escape routes and the people who helped him to escape; the
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same is said for the "non-Jewish Hollanders" who protected him and others "from Nazi persecution".
I've scanned the document and made it available below. There looks to be no copyright restriction on
the 1944 original, and I won't add one. I could not find records of the pamphlet for sale, and an internet
search reveals only seven hits (somehow) for the title phrase, with only two of those being for the
actual pamphlet, and both of them being library records. (I don't have the time or resources to check
textual references for the work in the standard histories of the Holocaust, unfortunately.)
WorldCat/OCLC find 10 copies located in high pedigree, with only copy copy in the U.S. and only
three in North America: British Library, Royal Library (Copenhagen), Konniklijke Bibliotheek, NIOD
Institute for War, Genocide Studies (Amsterdam), Harvard, University of Ottawa, University of
Toronto, Tel Aviv University, National Library of Israel, and the Danish National Library.
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Anti-Fascist Italian Writing on Italy, 1943/4
These 37 works by the Italian anti-Fascist writer Gaetano Salvemini were all given to the Library of
Congress by him in on March 4, 1947. They are all offprints or reprints. 37 pieces, $350
•

"After Salvemini's arrest in 1925 for opposing the newly formed Italian fascist regime, he left
Italy but continued to actively organize resistance to Benito Mussolni in France, England and
finally in the US. From 1930 to 1948 he lectured in History at Harvard University. Salvemini
founded the antifascist Mazzini Society in Massachusetts in September 1939. He obtained US
citizenship in 1940. Notable writings of the American years are The Fascist Dictatorship in
Italy (1928), Under the Axe of Fascism (1936). and Prelude to World War II. In 1954 he retired
to Italy."--from WIKI The works include:

•

"Fascism Without Mussolini", The Nation, January, 1943. 11x8, 2pp.

•

"Sacred Cow of National Sovereignty is Big Obstacle to Post-War Order", The New Leader,
11x8", 4pp. February 1943.

•

"State and Church in Italy To-Morrow", The Countercurrent, February 1943, 12x9, 4pp.

•

"try", The Protestant, August-September, 1943. 6pp.

•

"Collaboration is Moral Suicide", September 1943. 1 sheet.

•

"Backgrounds", The Countercurrent, September 1943, 11x8", 1 sheet.

•

"What Next in Italy?", September 20, 1943. Offprint, New Republic. 11x8". 1pp

•

"Expediency in Italy", The Antioch Review, Fall 1943, 9x6", 2pp.

•

"Freedom of Worship in Italy", The Countercurrent, November, 1943, 4pp.

•

"What is Sforza Doing in Italy?", San Francisco Chronicle, interview (Fall 1944?)

•

"The Bombing of Rome", February, 1944. 11x8, 1 pp.

•

"Freedom for Italy Now", Italia Libera, June 1944, 11x8, 2pp.

•

"Reviving a Corpse in Italy", May 8, 1944. 11x8", 3pp.

•

"Italian War Prisoners", (very long) letter to the editor, Christian Science Monitor, 13x8",
printed on one sheet only.

•

"Italian War Prisoners", The New Republic, January 10, 1944. 3pp.

•

Issued without a place or date or mention of publisher:

•

"Partisans, Go Home!", Italia Libera, 10x4", 2pp.

•

"A Mayor for Naples", Italia Libera, 10x4", 2pp.

•

"The King, the Army and the Pope in Italy. 2pp. (I believe that this was from The New Leader)

•

"Storm Clouds of Distrust", 11x8, 2pp.

•

"From Moscow to Naples", 12x8", 6pp.
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•

"Cavallero, a Man the Torries are Looking To", 11x8, 1pp.

•

Method in Stupidity", The Protestant, February-March 1943, 3pp.

•

"Under and After Mussolini", The Nation, March 13, 1943, 11x8, 2pp.

•

"Nature or Civilization", The Nation, March 27, 1943. 2pp

•

"Italian Rumoresque", The Nation, May 29, 1943. 2pp

•

"Now it can be Told", The Nation, June 19, 1943. 11x9, 2pp.

•

"After Il Duce, What in Italy?", The New Leader, July, 1943. 11x8"4pp.

•

"The Guilt of the Italian People", The Countercurrent, July 1943, 12x9, 3pp.

•

"German Bishops and Hitler". The Protestant, June-July 1943 11x8", 1pp

•

"Christian non-Catholic Refugees", The Protestant, June-July 1943. 11x8", 1pp

•

"What to do with Italy", offprint/reprint The Countercurrent, July 1943. 11x8" 2pp.

•

"What to do with Italy". The New Leader, July 1943, 12x8, 4pp.

•

"Two Wars Against Italy". offprint, The New Republic. 11x8" 3pp.

•

"Expediency in Italy", The Antioch Review, Fall 1943, 9x6, 2pp.

•

"What Price Badoglio and the King?", The New Republic, November 1943, 10pp.

•

"Bishops, Archbishops, Cardinals, Popes and Fascism", Free World, 12x8, 13pp.

•

"Is Italy a Catholic Country”?

Grave Folly of Pro-Czech Policy... published by the Militant Christian Patriots, September 1938.
Rare. From the Pamphlet Collection of the Library of Congress. 10x8 inches. Old vertical fold. Very
good copy. $175
Here's a slathering piece of propaganda published by the Militant Christian Patriots (of London) on
how the British government was dealing with the Nazi/Seudeten problem in September 1938. In their
gun-sights was Anthony Eden, who was seen by this group as a Bolshevist supporter, and who as the
Foreign Minister of the United Kingdom under Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain was against the
appeasement policy of the government towards Nazi territorial acquisitions, particularly in this case
with Czechoslovakia. Eden. identified here as "backed by the Zionists, Fabian_Scoailists and "pacifist"
League of Nations enthusiasts" was a multiple threat, and seen to be capable of directing national
policy towards a confrontation with Germany over the looming Czech problem.
On the other hand, Neville Chamberlain, who was the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom at this
time (and from May 1938-May 1940), was seen as a better ideological fit with his issues and policies of
appeasement of the German nationalist needs and territorial rape. Chamberlain certainly gave what
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Christian Militants wanted--a free hand to Hitler in Czechoslovakia (and more), and perhaps an
acknowledgment of defeat to the Nazi nation. Winston Churchill certainly thought so:
"We have suffered a total and unmitigated defeat... you will find that in a period of time which may be
measured by years, but may be measured by months, Czechoslovakia will be engulfed in the Nazi
régime. We are in the presence of a disaster of the first magnitude...we have sustained a defeat without
a war, the consequences of which will travel far with us along our road...we have passed an awful
milestone in our history, when the whole equilibrium of Europe has been deranged..." Winston
Churchill, MP, 1938
The Christian Militants saw it all differently, tending to agree with Hitler on the Czech matter, and
seeking to keep the U.K. out of confrontation and thus away from war by giving Hitler (and then
Mussolini) what they demanded to satisfy their growing national needs.
"I am asking neither that Germany be allowed to oppress three and a half million Frenchmen, nor am I
asking that three and a half million Englishmen be placed at our mercy. Rather I am simply demanding
that the oppression of three and a half million Germans in Czechoslovakia cease and that the
inalienable right to self-determination take its place." -Adolf Hitler's speech at the NSDAP Congress
1938
Eden resigned his position earlier in the year, in March 1938, but stayed in the fray. As everyone
knows things went badly at the end of the month of September, 1938, with Chamberlain letting
everything go and appeasing Hitler in the Munich Conference (known to the Czechs as the "Munich
Dictates" and worse) in which bits of Czechoslovakia were given to Germany in a series of meetings in
which that country was not invited.
And so the P.M. returned to the home country having done nothing in Germany but give away a part of
someone's country, all in a feeble attempt at maintaining peace for Europe's key players. He landed at
Heston Aerodrome and held a piece of flimsy paper in his hand, which was battered by a tiny wind, and
declared that there would be "peace in our time" because Hitler's signature said it would be so, all of
which was a "prelude to peace" in Europe as a whole:
"My good friends, this is the second time there has come back from Germany to Downing Street peace
with honour. I believe it is peace for our time. We thank you from the bottom of our hearts. Now I
recommend you go home, and sleep quietly in your beds."
Less than a year later it would all come crashing down, the appeasement policy (such as it was) a
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shambles, and the world plunged into war.
Militant Christian Patriots Stand with Sudeten Germans, 1938
The Militant Christian Patriots issued this small (7x5") leaflet in 1938 to pass around at rallies, no
doubt, deep in favor of Great Britain not meddling around in the affairs of Europe, especially where
Adolf Hitler was concerned. It seems to have slipped out of existence somewhat, located as it is in
only one library (Alexander Turnbull Library - National Library of New Zealand) by WorldCat/OCLC.
No doubt the Militant Christian Patriots were very pleased with the flimsy piece of paper that Neville
Chamberlain held in his hand at the airport later that year. $100
The Rules of Atrocity Propaganda. Printed ca. 1938/1939 at the Falken-Press, Hamburg. 2pp, 11x8
inches. These are original negative photographs of the front and back of the original two-page
publication. This was part of a large collection from the Library of Congress, sent to the library in
1946, "source unknown". This is in fine condition, and rare. WorldCat/OCLC locates no copies of this
work--at least as a stand-alone title. $195
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As a small cog in the machinery of the Nazi Big Lie, this short sheet (supposedly written by a "
Theodore Kesselmeier"1), outlines a campaign of British anti-Nazi psychological warfare, and was
written around 1938/9. It is written in a book review format whose aim was the 1938 publication by
Sidney Rogerson2, Propaganda in the Next War, which was an alert (described as "brilliant" by John A.
Pollard in The Public Opinion Quarterly for Autumn 1945) to the British government to establish
central coordinating offices for information and communication for what the author felt to be the
impending war with Germany. In many ways Rogerson was responding to an enormous flood of
information coming out of Germany about its own impending future, from the election and seizure-ofpower by Adolf Hitler, to books like Ewald Barnse Raum und Volk im Welkriege (translated
into Germany Prepares for War) of 1933, and on and on, a growing high tide that was without end.
(Even from the most base popular study of Germany's desires, for example, looking at every issue of
the Illustriete Zeitung (Leipzig) from 1933 to 1939 as I have done, it is overwhelmingly obvious that
Germany was preparing for the next war. The case is made constantly and boldly in the magazine,
which served in a way as Germany's version of LIFE magazine.)
But the "reviewer" finds the Rogerson work insulting and militaristic, hateful; an attack upon
Germany. He/they write(s) that the book is an offense, and part of an effort of "the cold-blooded and
unrestricted manner in which Britain has prepared this latest war against Germany". This part is odd
because even at this late date, and given what the knew about the German war aims, Great Britain had
done very little about preparing for war even until Munich.
I have a number of these propagandist pieces that came out of Germany at this time, some of which
have been written about on this blog, and it seems no surprise now to see how many of them paint
Germany as a victim of the war aims of the countries nearby: Poland and Czechoslovakia were both
presented as late as 1938 as having designs on Germany. This is just one of many examples of Nazi
propaganda on propaganda, issues of lies within lies to the secret house of even-more-inner lies.
Notes:
1. I suspect that "Kesselmeier" was the nom de plume of a section of writers laboring away in the
dream factory of the psych-ops part of the Nazi war machinery. It is much easier to produce reports
when you have an entire group of people working on the project without need for the benefit of proof-or, for that matter--of truth.
2. Rogerson's entry in Who's Who: “Publicity and Public Relations Consultant and author. Born
22nd of October 1894. Son of the Reverend S. Rogerson. B.A. in Modern History 1916; Served in the
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European War;
Commissioned in the West Yorkshire Regiment 1916-1919. Demobilized in 1919. 1923-30 was
Publicity Manager for the F.B.I (Federation of British Industry); Joined I.C.I (Imperial Chemical
Industries) in 1930; Publicity Controller I.C.I Ltd., 1932-1952. Publicity and Public Relations Adviser
to the Army Council, War Office, 1952-3-4. Hon. Col. 44th (Home Counties) Infantry Division. Signals
Regiment T.A., 1955. Publications: Twelve Days, 1933: Last of the Ebb, 1937: Propaganda in the Next
War,1938: Old Enchantment, 1938: Our Bird Book, 1946:Both Sides Of The Road, 1949."
Japanese Propaganda and the Invasion of China
I have forced myself to contradict myself in order to avoid conforming to my own taste.
--Marcel Duchamp
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I have a good number of English-language propaganda pieces published by such Hearts and Minds
institutions as the Foreign Affairs Association of Japan describing, through the merriest and most
defensive eyes, the Japanese viewpoint of exactly what it was that was going on in China between 1931
and 1945.
This leaflet, Why? Who? How? Questions and Answers on the Sino-Japanese Conflict (1937), is
particularly worth noting because of how quickly and cleverish-cleanly the issue of the

war and the fault of fighting was dispatched, and done with such astonishing
condescending alacrity, and with such an enormous bodyguards of lies,as to be
staggering. I guess this is why the Duchamp quote came to me just now. Old Marcel,
the supremely gifted magician, certainly meant to be an enormous, itchy pain in the butt
and a source of confusion, an artistic anarchist; the thinking behind the quote served him well,
and I think that it can be well-applied here.
•11x", 4pp, map on rear page. Old fold. Provenance: Library of Congress, Carnegie
Institution of Washington. Small "LC" perforation in front and rear page, bottom. Good
condition. Scarce. $250
The first issue is in the subtitle: the “Sino-Japanese Conflict” implies that the Chinese were at fault for
having the Japanese invade Manchuria back in 1931; secondly, the Chinese started a conflict and not a
war.
Actually, the naming of the war there is quite an issue, and an issue still—and an issue at it most base
level: the word “war” is not generally used in Japan. It wasn’t used in Japan during the war, or at least
until the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Until 1941, the millions of Chinese who were being killed by the
Japanese armed forces were the result of a series of ”incidents”. Even though there was a war raging
from the beginning in 1931 to the start of total Japanese-Chinese war on 15 July 1937, the stuff that
was happening from ’37 to ’42 was still an “incident” except for a period of 1940-ish to Pearl, when
the idea of the Holy War (“Seisan”, eight corners of the world under one roof, etc.) was introduced by
the Japanese Diet in 1940. After that there was the occasional use of the “Great East Asian Conflict”,
with the word “war” not being the part of any Japanese vocabulary.
An interesting phrase that entered into the parlance though, if not “war”, was “Sanko Sakusen”, the
“Three Alls”, as in KILL All, LOOT All, BURN All. The Japanese wound up getting part of the
Chinese All, eventually killing 20 million people or so in those 15 years. But it wasn’t a war.
This four-page document asks twenty questions, and answers them usually, emphatically, with
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simplicity, starkness, and with total complicity of innocence on the side of Japan. For example, in
discussing the “incident” in Beiging in 1937 which led to the total war between the two countries,
asking the reader “why did the attempts to settle the incident locally at its early stage fail?, we are told
“Because the Chinese never meant to do so”. Which of course is not the case.
An incredible bit of thinking comes next, when the question “If Japan is on the defensive, how can the
dispatch of large military and naval forces be accounted for?” Indeed! Its hard to explain the invasion
of another country as a purely defensive action. (We have seen this rather recently ourselves, the
fictionalized account of terror-sponsorship in Iraq being about the only fuel necessary for a full-fledged
defensive invasion and 2000-day long war.) But the answer in 1937 was the Chinese defensive
maneuver of massing troops for an impending invasion of China by Japan was then threatening
Japanese interests in China, thus necessitating a defensive invasion of China which was mobilizing to
defend itself from a Japanese offensive, which wouldn’t have come if the Chinese hadn’t adopted a
defensive posture. Basically, to paraphrase the immortal Mayor-for-Life of Washington, D.C, Marion
S. Barry, “basically, the man dead”. (This was Barry’s response to reporters who were clamoring to find
out what exactly had happened to a crazy man who climbed into a step van in a Buck Rogers suit and
threatened to blow up the Washington Monument with a bucket of pee, an old rifle, and spray paint and
then was shot about 200 times by cops of every shape and description. True story.)
We further find out that the attacks on the schools and hospitals in China were carried out, somehow,
by Chinese troops; that a Chinese fishing fleet that was attacked and pulverized by Japanese
submarines really wasn’t, and that they just disappeared; that Japan was protecting the rights of third
party powers by “removing” Chinese troops occupying foreign-owned properties; that the Japanese
fight against the “Sovietization” of China would “protect” foreign democracies, and so on. The
questions hardly matter, as the answers are all sort of the same. Japan would “reach a settlement” (the
word “peace” is not used anywhere here) however, if China “realized the error if her ways”.
Word do control mental images, and the further you get away from the situation described the more
powerful the words become. Somehow the Korean Conflict seems less so than a war because it wasn't
"legally" so; it was a "police action". And the Japan-China War isn't a "war" in name in most Japanese
histories of the period. I think you can dissolve things with loose undefined language to such a point
that the thing itself no longer exists; the only stuff that survives are the words used to hide it.
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Rare and Very Early Psychological Report on Hitler, from the Library of the O.S.S.
Murray, Henry A.. Worksheets on Morale. Seminar in Psychological Problems of Morale. Cambridge,
Mass: Harvard University, 1942 (?). 1st edition. 150 leaves 4to. Original printed wrappers. Very
good condition. Published by Harvard University, Department of Psychology. 152 leaves, 15 sections,
ca. 90,000 words. (Two copies of this work are located via WorldCat: Harvard and Illinois State
University). $4500
Provenance: OSS (Office of Strategic Services, the precursor to the CIA) Library via the Library of
Congress.
This work by Gordon Allport and Henry A. Murray contains several sections on what has been recently
hailed as the earliest psychological profile of Adolf Hitler. Evidently there were only 30 copies of this
report made; it is exceptionally rare.
The sections include: (1) Aim of Seminar, 2 lvs; (2) Selected Bibliography, 1941, 3 lvs; (3) Notes on
the Definition of Morale, 3+3lvs; (4) Determinants of Good and Bad Morale, 18 lvs; (5) Historical
Trends of National Socialist Ideology, 14 lvs; (6) Hitler the Man, Notes for a Case Study, 22 lvs; (7)
Education in Nazi Germany, 8 lvs; (9) Strategy and Tactics for anti-Nazi propaganda, 10 lvs; (10)
Democratic vs. Totalitarian Morale in Groups, 5 lvs; (11) Standards of Democratic Morale-Building in
the U.S., 6 lvs; (12) Civilian Morale Building Techniques, 7pp; (13) Psychology of Influence
(Education Persuasion) Applied to Morale Building in America, 16 lvs; (14) Long-term Aspects of
Democratic Morale-Building, 7 lvs; (15) Analysis and Execution of Propaganda Campaigns, 18 lvs.
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The portions of this publication concerning the psychological profile of Hitler seem to pre-date the very
recent re-publication of Murray's very obscure 1943 work again published for the OSS on the
psychological composition of Hitler. The date of publication of these sheets is somewhat uncertain,
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although there are no references dated after 1941.
These sheets were obviously not intended for a wide distribution. It is interesting to note the circulation
card in the pocket at the rear of this work as it bears the signature of David N. Yerkes. I spoke with Mr.
Yerkes a dozen years ago and inquired after his interest in this work (taken out on 7 June 1944 and
returned 14 June 1944), and he told the story that Henry Murray was a pupil of his father's, who was
Robert Yerkes, former president of the American Psychological Association, Professor of Psychology at
Harvard and innovator in the use of psychological testing and training of American servicemen during
WWI.
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Abbreviating Auschwitz: a Construction Agreement for the Construction of the Buna Works

Contratto per l’escusione di lavori di construzione in partecipazione con imprese germaniche, nei
cantieri di Heydebrek, Blechhammer e Auscwitz. Printed by Tipografia del Gianicolo, in Rome, 1942,
by the Confederzione Fascista degli Industriali, Federazione Nazionale Fascista Raggruppamento
Germania. The document measures a fragile 30.5 x 21 cm, and is 29 pages long. Like dozens of
thousands of other things here at the store, this was formerly in the “Pamphlet Collection” of the
Library of Congress (which received the publication 12 July 1945) until we purchased the collection at
the end of 1999. Good condition, though fragile. RARE. $4,500.

This document of death, this pamphlet is the Auschwitz III Construction Contract between IG Farben
and the Confederazione Fascista degli Industriali for Construction of the Buna Works at Auschwitz III,
as well as construction at Heydebrek and Blechhammer, and was printed in 1942. I've only been able
to scan five pages as the document is fairly weak and I have a flat bed scanner--I just don't think it
would take much more abuse without falling out of its binding. But I have scanned some of it, notably
the participatory Italian companies and some of the allocation of workers to the different concentration
camps--I'll just have to return top scanning the rest of the document when I find a better (inclinded)
scanner.
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The full title reads of the work reads:
Contratto per l’escusione di lavori di construzione in partecipazione con imprese germaniche, nei
cantieri di Heydebrek, Blechhammer e Auscwitz. It was printed by Tipografia del Gianicolo, in Rome,
1942, by the Confederzione Fascista degli Industriali, Federazione Nazionale Fascista Raggruppamento
Germania. The document measures a fragile 30.5 x 21 cm, and is 29 pages long. Like dozens of
thousands of other things here at the store, this was formerly in the “Pamphlet Collection” of the
Library of Congress (which received the publication 12 July 1945) until we purchased the collection at
the end of 1999.
This is also probably the most awful thing I own. Its like looking at those blueprints for the crematoria
and the barracks--so precise, swimming in their blue pool, these concise, sure, white lines; designs for
one of the worst things built in the 20th century--just drawings, lines on a long sheet of paper, for
building something. Completely removed from the breathing world, just cold logical constructions for
someone's end. That's the feeling I get from handling this thing--the Italians and Germans figuring out
where to put the thousands of workers, making sure that they get paid, providing for some sort of
maintenance for the workers' health, salaries, benefits, work schedules, breaks, vacations, incentives,
mailing and the post, and so on. All of the bits of the most mundane things that go into a large
construction projects, like building a high rise, or a tunnel, or a highway, or a bridge to hell. This
contract could've been for just about anything at all. But it isn't. Its for building a part of Auschwitz
when anyone with any sense whatsoever knew what was already going on there.
Of the many terrible things in this document I was really bothered to see Heydebrek, Blechhammer and
Auschwitz abbreviated at the top of some of these pages. This is just so wrong. Wrong on every level,
being an attribute of the nothingness, of the emptiness, of this document.
It is a simple, basic document on one of the least simple and basic things of the 20th century. The
contract detailed labor expectations, needs and regulations from both the German and laboring Italian
sides for the construction of these three concentration and slave labor camps in 1942. Subjects of
interest in this document include salaries, housing, vacations, health care and insurance, as well as the
application of German laws to the workers, qualifications, and classification of occupations.
Perhaps the part of most interest is the short list—reprinted below—on pages 3 & 4 of the firms and
engineers taking part in this agreement..
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***
The names that are attached to this document and signing off on the contract of this agreement (of 2
March 1942 which provided 8,636 Italian laborers for this construction) include:
1)

for IG Farbenindustrie AG, Heydebreck, Heydebreck OS

Adolf Mueller and (Hans) Deichmann
Hans Deichmann served as (senior) legal representative for IG Farbenindustrie in Rome and Milan
from 1942 to 1945 and in 1942 was responsible for recruiting Italian workers for construction in the
above-named concentration camps.
2) for Oberschleische Hydrierwerke AG, Blechhammer, Kreis-Consei
Schlick
3) for IG Farbenindustrie AG Auschwitz, Auschwitz OS
Adolf Mueller and (Hans) Deichmann
The signatures representing Italian interests include:
Aurelio Aureli
Giacomo Milella
Notes:
--Blechhammer was a satellite camp of Auschwitz III (Monowitz)
--Auschwitz III, also called Buna or Monowitz, was established in nearby Monowice to provide forced
laborers for the Buna synthetic rubber works. The German conglomerate I.G. Farben established a
factory in order to take advantage of cheap concentration camp labor and the nearby Silesian coalfields.
It invested more than 700 million Reichsmarks (about 1.4 million U.S. dollars in 1942 terms) in
Auschwitz III.
On Italian labor being used at Nazi Concentration camps, as found in Vol VIII, pg 749, Nuremberg
War Crime Tribunals:
Q. Did you go to ter Meer* to get Italian workers — I am thinking of a prosecution exhibit, the one
which was shown to ter Meer on cross examination.
A. I was told at the time by an official source that Italian industry, after the collapse, would no longer
produce because there was no coal, no current, or something. I was also told that since the Italian State
obtained goods from Germany — buna, for example — the Italian State would be willing to enter into
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an agreement with Germany to make labor available, as was always the case from Italy. I said to him:
“In case that is so” — neither ter Meer nor I knew whether that really would be the case — I said, “help
the people at Auschwitz; help them to get workers if now” — I believe this was in 1944 — “the plants
gradually go into operation.” For in these plants we wanted to have skilled workers — as I said
yesterday, it is very important whether or not the man in charge has knowledge of the work he is
doing. --Vol VIII, pg 749, Nuremberg War Crime Tribunals.
*”Fritz ter Meer served on the IG Farben [Farben was Hitler and Hitler was Farben. (Senator Homer T.
Bone to Senate Committee on Military Affairs, June 4, 1943.] board of directors from 1926 to 1945 and
was the head officer directing the operations of the IG Farben factory at Auschwitz. The Nuremberg
War Crimes Tribunal sentenced him to seven years in prison. He was released after serving only four
years. Not long after, in 1956, Ter Meer was elevated to the chairman of the supervisory board at
BAYER, a position he held for seven years. His grave in Krefeld has a meter-high wreath on it donated by BAYER in recognition of his services.”
Farben & American Business, 1930-1943
It is a very long and twisted and very crowded road to the source of intelligence on the involvement of
American corporate citizens in the rise of Hitler, but the directorship roles and participation of
American citizens in Farben from its formation in 1928 to the beginning of the war does provide an
interesting insight to the international flavor of what was perhaps THE principal Nazi company.
Again, this is an exhausting process which I cannot even begin to undertake here, but suffice to say
that American involvement and participation in Nazi war interests lasted well into the beginning of
1943.

(The following information on American involvement int the directorship of IG Farben comes
from Reformed Theology website. Many thanks!)
The Directors of American I.G.(FARBEN Chemical) as of 1930 (with their citizenship and other
corporate identities) providing guidance, leadership and investment in the backbone of the Nazi rise to
power:
Carl BOSCH German FORD MOTOR CO. A-G
Edsel B. FORD U.S. FORD MOTOR CO. DETROIT
Max ILGNER German Directed I.G. FARBEN N.W.7 (INTELLIGENCE) office. Guilty at
Nuremberg War Crimes Trials. F. Ter MEER German Guilty at Nuremberg War Crimes Trials
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H.A. METZ U.S. Director of I.G. Farben Germany and BANK OF MANHATTAN (U.S.)
C.E. MITCHELL U.S. Director of FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF N.Y. and NATIONAL CITY
BANK
Herman SCHMITZ German On boards of I.G. Farben (President) (Germany) Deutsche Bank
(Germany) and BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS. Guilty at Nuremberg War Crimes
Trials.
Walter TEAGLE U.S. Director FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK and STANDARD OIL
OF NEW JERSEY
W.H. yon RATH Naturalized Director of GERMAN GENERAL U.S. ELECTRIC (A.E.G.)
Paul M. WARBURG U.S. First member of the FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK and
BANK OF MANHATTAN
W.E. WEISS U.S. Sterling Products
Source: Moody's Manual of Investments; 1930, p. 2149. Note: Walter DUISBERG (U.S.), W. GRIEF
(U.S.), and Adolf
KUTTROFF (U.S.) were also Directors of American I.G. Farben at this period.
Again, more from Reformed Theology:
“Directors of American I.G. were not only prominent in Wall Street and American industry but more
significantly were drawn from a few highly influential institutions:”
“The remaining four members of the American I.G. board were prominent American citizens and
members of the Wall Street financial elite: C.E. Mitchell, chairman of National City Bank and the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York; Edsel B. Ford, president of Ford Motor Company; W.C. Teagle,
another director of Standard Oil of New Jersey; and, Paul Warburg, first member of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York and chairman of the Bank of Manhattan Company.”
“Directors of American I.G. were not only prominent in Wall Street and American industry but more
significantly were drawn from a few highly influential institutions. (See chart above.)”
“Between 1929 and 1939 there were changes in the make-up of the board of American I.G. The number
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of directors varied from time to time, although a majority always had I.G. backgrounds or connections,
and the board never had less than four American directors. In 1939 — presumably looking ahead to
World War II — an effort was made to give the board a more American complexion, but despite the
resignation of Hermann Schmitz, Carl Bosch, and Walter Duisberg, and the appointment of seven new
directors, seven members still belonged to the I.G. group. This I.G. predominance increased during
1940 and 1941 as American directors, including Edsel Ford, realized the political unhealthiness of I.G.
and resigned.”
Well, I don't know where I am going with this, it is just such a big, monstrous story. Please forgive me
this ramshackle post. I really just wanted to get the information out on the contract and will return to it
later.
Some of the text of the document--you can click on the image to make it larger and more readable.
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